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2: Questions
Question 1
Do you have any comments to make about how we’ve worked out the need for new
homes and employment land in Warrington over the next 20 years?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 2
Do you have any comments to make about how we’ve worked out the number of
homes and amount of employment land that can be accommodated within
Warrington’s existing built up areas?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 3
Have we appropriately worked out the amount of land to be released from the Green
Belt, including the amount of land to be ‘safeguarded’?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 4
Do you agree with the new Local Plan Objectives?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 5
Do you have any comments to make about how we’ve assessed different ‘Spatial
Options’ for Warrington’s future development?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 6
Do you have any comments to make about how we’ve assessed different options for
the main development locations?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 7
Do you agree with our Preferred Development Option for meeting Warrington’s future
development needs?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 8
Do you have any comments to make about our Preferred Development Option for the
City Centre?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 9
Do you have any comments to make about our Preferred Development Option for the
Wider Urban Area?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 10
Do you have any comments to make about our Preferred Development Option for
developing the Warrington Waterfront?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 11
Do you have any comments to make about our Preferred Development Option for
the Warrington Garden City Suburb?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 12
Do you have any comments to make about our Preferred Development Option for the
South Western Urban Extension?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 13
Do you have any comments to make about our Preferred Development Option for
development in the Outlying Settlements?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation
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Question 14
Do you agree with our approach to providing new employment land?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation

16

Question 15
Do you agree with our suggested approach for dealing with Gypsy and Travellers and
Travelling Showpeople sites?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation

17

Question 16
Do you agree with our suggested approach for dealing with Minerals and Waste?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation

18

Question 17
Having read the Preferred Development Option Document, is there anything else you
feel we should include within the Local Plan?

Please refer to submitted consultation document from Wallace Land Investments.:
Land North of Hatton Lane, Stretton. Warrington Local Plan Review Preferred Development Option:
Regulation 18 Consultation

19
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3. PREFERRED DEVELOPMENT OPTION CONSULTATION
Introduction & Overview
3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

3.4.

The previous Issues and Options stage was consulted
on between 24th October and 5th December 2016.
The Council received a total of 78 responses. The
majority were from developers and landowners
although responses were also received from Parish
Councils, local residents, and other stakeholders.
Having further considered the proposed scope of the
Review, the Council has concluded that there is a need
for a new Local Plan, incorporating the elements of the
adopted Core Strategy that remain up to date, rather
than a partial alteration to the adopted Core Strategy.
It is clear that the emerging Warrington Local Plan
is factoring in the potential growth effects from the
current wider political ambitions in the North West.
Based on a review of the evidence base, the council
is proposing a housing target of 1,113 homes per
annum over the 20 year Plan period and an overall
employment land target of 381 hectares; this fgure
is in line with the Devolution Growth scenario set out
in the 2017 Addendum Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA).
This target is the frst of the six strategic objectives
outlined in the consultation document which aims to
build on the current successful regeneration of the
town centre and the inner urban areas of Warrington.
This is complemented by the release of Green Belt
land and supported by wide ranging strategic and
local infrastructure investment, and the creation of new
sustainable neighbourhoods which will deliver the step
change in taking Warrington from a new town to a New
City. Wallace supports the Strategic Objectives for the
Local Plan and the transition of Warrington from a New
Town to a New City.

Preferred Development Option
3.5.

In order to arrive at the preferred development option,
there were four key stages of work:

•

Stage 1: Confrming the development needs and
associated land requirements
Stage 2: Defne the Strategic Objectives
Stage 3: Assess the spatial options to accommodate
the development
Stage 4: Assess options for development locations

•
•
•

Stage1 - Development Needs & Associated
Land Requirements
Confrming Development Needs- Planning for Growth
3.6. The consultation document seeks to align job
growth and housing needs consistent with the NPPF
(paragraph 158) and PPG (ID 2a-018). The Council has
taken the decision to plan for a level of growth which
accords with the LEP’s Strategic Economic Plan (SEP),
over and above the baseline economic jobs forecasts
for Warrington. The 2017 SHMA Update considers the
impact of the LEP devolution proposal to create 31,000
additional jobs in the Borough from 2015 to 2040. It is
understood this would equate to 28,520 additional jobs
over the SHMA period to 2037. Based on past trends
it is also highly likely that higher rates of economic
growth could be achieved and this would suggest a
corresponding increase in the housing requirement.
3.7.

Based on the Evidence set out above, the Council is
proposing a housing target of 1,113 homes per annum
over the 20-year Plan period (22,260) and employment
land target of 381 ha. Wallace broadly supports
this approach and the proposed land requirements,
however, the strategic location of Warrington between
the two city regions and Cheshire and Lancashire
provides continued impetus for growth, and Wallace
considers that the alignment with the SEP is logical,
realistic, and appropriate, but could be exceeded
further.

3.8.

The 2017 SHMA Update also highlights that
Warrington is a net importer of labour and the Council’s
aspiration for continued growth in jobs will lead to
an increased desire to live within the area and thus a
greater provision of new homes would be required.

3.9.

An area of concern that is not addressed by the
2017 SHMA Update, is that it makes no allowance
for increased Household Formation Rates (HFRs) in
Warrington in the future. Whilst the latest projections
continue to assume lower household formation rates
for younger households, the continued failure to
deliver enough homes to meet need, an intensifying
affordability crisis and growing evidence of younger
households being excluded from the housing market
remains a major issue.

3.10. The 2017 SHMA Update identifes a signifcant need for
affordable housing in addition to an accrued backlog.
This effectively means whilst better than national
averages, Warrington needs to build more affordable
homes as part of the housing offer and particularly early
in the plan period to start to address these issues.
3.11. Wallace is pleased to see the positive approach that
the Council has adopted and is generally supportive
of the proposed housing target of 1,113 homes per
annum over the Plan period and an employment
target of 381 hectares. However, Wallace stress that
this fgure should be continued to be expressed and
considered as a minimum, and the delivery of new
homes in the early part of the plan period is required to
address backlog need and affordability generally.
3.12. Based on the above, Wallace believe Warrington could
accommodate higher levels of growth and therefore,
greater fexibility in the supply of land is required to
adapt to changing circumstances in the plan period
and beyond.

Maximising Urban Capacity
3.13. The Council produced an Urban Capacity Statement
in October 2016 as part of the Issues and Options
consultation. Since then, further work has been
undertaken to update the evidence base (July 2017)
in aid of producing a more robust fgure for identifying
capacity within Warrington’s urban area. This work sits
alongside the updated 2017 SHLAA and Economic
Development Needs Assessment (EDNA).
3.14. Through the Urban Capacity assessment, the Council
has stated (paragraph 4.10) that 15,429 homes and
129 ha of employment land can be accommodated
in the urban area. This is a combination of 9,721
homes identifed in the 2017 Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA) and 7,588 homes
from the masterplanning work for the Waterfront, the
Town Centre and inner Warrington. To avoid double
counting a reduction of 2,285 has been applied.
3.15. Wallace supports the Council’s intention to maximise
any existing suitable and deliverable capacity within
the urban area, as typically, these sites will be close
to existing infrastructure and local amenities and
will support the comprehensive regeneration and
revitalisation of existing communities. However,
Wallace express caution to the assumptions made in
regards to delivery, and also the anticipated trajectory.
Wallace is concerned that the levels of delivery
anticipated from the urban area particularly in the frst
10 years of the plan are optimistic, particularly given
the identifed and widely acknowledged diffculties of
developing some of the sites. There are many plots
within the urban capacity work/waterfront regeneration
plan that have occupiers and alternative uses.
3.16. The Council anticipate that approximately 10,000
homes will be delivered in the frst 10 years of the
plan within the existing urban area. The City Centre /
Waterfront Masterplan Trajectory Datasheet suggests
signifcant levels of annual delivery on a number of

sites. It is questionable as to whether these levels will
be achieved given the reliance on the delivery and
completion of the Western By-pass and high-level
bridge from the A56, over the Manchester Ship Canal,
and through to the A57 Liverpool Road. There are
also a number of town centre sites that will require
signifcant Council intervention through CPOs and
infrastructure before they can be fully developed.
3.17. Wallace therefore raises concern over the timescales
and deliverability of 15,429 dwellings projected to
be delivered within the plan period. This emphasises
the need for pragmatic policy mechanisms to readily
enable early delivery of the Garden City Suburb
(SWUE), outlying settlements and their respective
infrastructure as soon as possible.
Land Requirements for Homes and Employment
3.18. Table 1 of the consultation document incorporates
a 5% fexibility factor in addition to the housing
requirement. In principle, Wallace supports the
inclusion of a buffer to provide fexibility to ensure the
plan can adapt to change and conform with NPPF by
being positively prepared with the aim to signifcantly
boost housing supply.
3.19. However, given the growth aspirations of the Council
and the signifcance placed on 4 large growth areas;
The Waterfront; The Garden City Suburb; and the
South West Urban Extension, Wallace stress that a
5% fexibility factor does not build in enough room for
slippage, which is inevitable, and will not ensure that
even the minimum plan requirement will be met within
the plan period.
3.20. Wallace is supportive of the identifed growth areas
but are aware of the multitude of land ownerships,
requirements for other complementary uses and
signifcant infrastructure, all of which, only increase the
risk of slippages against the housing trajectory. The
Council at paragraph 4.13, state that the 5% fexibility

factor (as currently applied) is at the lower end of
fexibility rates. Wallace suggests the application of
a 20% buffer is applied to the overall housing land
requirement to ensure the housing requirement,
expressed as a minimum, is met in full. Wallace note
that a 20% buffer has been applied to the employment
land provision, however, it is not clear why a similar
buffer has not been applied in respect of housing. This
would also be consistent with the recommendations of
the Local Plan Expert Group (LPEG) to Government.
3.21. Wallace note the SHLAA and Urban Capacity study
identify a number of sites with planning permission as
being deliverable. However, it appears unclear as to
whether caution has been taken to any subsequently
lapsing via non-implementation. Non-implementation
rates are something that has been a topic of much
debate at local plan examinations and S78 planning
appeals, and it is now a fairly established practice
to apply a 10% reduction to existing commitments
with planning permission to account for nonimplementation. Therefore, Wallace urge the council
to undertake caution (if not already) in its assumptions
and apply a 10% reduction to sites with planning
permission unless there is compelling evidence not to.
3.22. The 2017 SHLAA and Consultation document
considers and assumes all sites will achieve a 75%
gross to net ratio developable area. Wallace expresses
serious concern with this generalisation as each site
depending on gross size, the particular context of
where it’s situated, and the policy, technical, and utility
constraints affecting it, all mean that developable areas
can differ signifcantly from site to site. Wallace state
a 75% gross to net ratio could be true for standalone
sites ranging from 50-300 dwellings, however, for large
strategic allocations such as the proposed Garden City
suburb, it could fall below 55%.
3.23. The AECOM Development Framework for the Garden
City Suburb is only a starting point and until further
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3. PREFERRED DEVELOPMENT OPTION CONSULTATION cont’d
detailed analysis of the infrastructure requirements
is undertaken and their potential impacts known, the
net developable area will remain uncertain. Due to
this uncertainty, the plan should take a precautionary
approach and ensure suffcient fexibility within the
housing land supply in the early part of the plan period.
This could be achieved by bringing forward land
currently identifed for housing in the later period of the
plan to the frst fve years of the plan, such as the land at
Junction 10, M56, Stretton.
Safeguarding Requirements
3.24. Wallace supports the Council’s intention and provision
of safeguarded land within the Local Plan in line with
the NPPF, which is clear, that where necessary, Local
Plans should provide safeguarded land to meet longer
term development needs stretching “…well beyond
the plan period…” and that local authorities should
satisfy themselves that Green Belt boundaries “…
will not need to be altered at the end of the
development plan period…”.

plan making for the future and provide a framework
for robustly managing, shaping, and the protecting
the Green Belt beyond the plan period. This will also
provide certainty to the development industry and local
communities of the likely growth locations beyond the
end of the plan period.
3.27. Wallace questions the Council’s logic for including the
fexibility factors into the calculation of the safeguarded
land requirement. This is because, the 5% buffer (for
housing) and 20% buffer (for employment land) is to
ensure fexibility and that the housing requirement
expressed as a minimum is met in full within the plan
period. It follows therefore, that if these are required/
delivered during the plan period they will not be
available for future development.
3.28. Wallace refer the Council to the previous concerns
raised regarding generalisations of density (30dph) and
gross to net developable area ratios (75%).

3.25. Table 3 of the consultation document outlines the
Council’s approach to calculating the safeguarded
land requirement to ensure Green Belt boundaries are
capable of enduring for a further 10 years beyond the
20-year plan period. The Council state that due to the
application of a 5% fexibility factor already included to
meet housing need within the 20-year plan period, only
9 years’ equivalent of safeguarded land is required (as
5% is equivalent to 1-year supply). The calculation of
the safeguarded land requirement also considers the
application of a 20% buffer concerning employment
land which equates to a further 5 years of supply.

3.29. Paragraph 4.24 of the consultation document indicates
that a similar urban to Green Belt spatial distribution
split (64% to 36% respectively) will be appropriate
for future development beyond the plan period.
Wallace stress that this assumption is too simplistic
and contradictory, as it does not take into account the
Council’s own ambitions to maximise the development
of the urban area within the plan period. Therefore, it
follows that if the majority of urban land is developed
as anticipated, it will not be available after the end of
the plan period. This suggests a greater reliance upon
safeguarded land outside of the urban area beyond the
plan period.

3.26. The above would amount to some 15 years supply of
safeguarded land and this would appear to conform
to the NPPF (para 157), however, Wallace asserts that
the 20-year time horizon for the plan period should
be utilised. Such a time horizon will ensure proper

3.30. Wallace also highlight that the safeguarded land (as
currently proposed) is wholly located to the east of
Warrington and is presented (by the Council) as an
option to provide an eastern extension to the Garden
City Suburb. Whilst Wallace can understand some logic

in the approach the Council has taken, it is unclear how
the future requirements of other areas and settlements
will be dealt with beyond the plan period. Therefore,
Wallace recommend that the Council consider
providing additional safeguarded land in other areas
such as the outlying settlements and areas which could
provide signifcant additional local (and wider) highway
infrastructure solutions beyond the plan period. Land
north of Hatton, Lane is should be considered in this
context.
3.31. Wallace asserts that the plan needs to provide triggers
which would indicate when the safeguarded land
would be considered for release, such as a shortfall in
the 5-year housing land supply. The Government’s
‘housing delivery test’ suggested in the recent Housing
White Paper2, will require action to be taken if delivery
falls below 95% of the annual housing requirement. The
release of safeguarded land should be triggered if the
plan is failing to deliver as anticipated.

Stage 2 - Strategic Objectives for the Local
Plan
3.32. Wallace is generally supportive of the strategic
objectives although they will need to be refned to
refect any changes resulting from this consultation.

Green Belt Exceptional Circumstances
3.33. The Council’s evidence base and Issues and Options
consultation made an early recognition that despite
maximising the capacity of the existing urban area, it is
apparent that if Warrington is to meet the development
needs arising from its growth aspirations, it can only do
so through the release of Green Belt land.

3.34. Wallace supports this approach and agrees that the
Council has identifed the exceptional circumstances
required within the NPPF (para 83). The only comment
Wallace would seek to make in this regard is that
additional Green Belt land for immediate release and
for safeguarding purposes may be required in addition
to the requirements currently identifed.
3.35. As part of the Local Plan Review the Council
commissioned Arup to undertake a Green Belt
Assessment (October 2016). Wallace made
comments on the study at the Issues and Options
stage and reference should also be made to these
representations.
3.36. Due to representations received at the Issues
and Options stage the council have produced an
addendum (July 2017) to the Green Belt report which
assesses the impact of affected land by the proposed
and confrmed HS2 route. The report also includes
assessment of all of the sites put forward in the 2016
SHLAA in line with the fve purposes of Green Belt.

Stages 3 & 4 - Assessment of the High Level
Spatial Options and Preferred Development
Option
3.37. Following this process, three High Level Spatial
Options were defned for the distribution of new
development.
•
•
•

2

DCLG 2017: Fixing our broken housing market

Green Belt release only in proximity to the main
Warrington urban area;
Majority of Green Belt release adjacent to the main
urban area and incremental growth of outlying
settlements; and
Settlement extension in one or more settlements with
the remainder of growth adjacent to the main urban
area.

3.38. The second Option was confrmed as the Preferred
Option and this is supported by Wallace.
3.39. Having established this Strategic Option, the Council
has looked in more detail at the main development
locations.
3.40. These are complemented by continued development
in the existing urban area and incremental growth in
Warrington’s outlying settlements. The main options
considered were:
•
•
•
•

•

Option 1 - A Garden City Suburb to the south east of
the Warrington main urban area of approximately 8,000
homes
Option 2 - A Garden City Suburb of approximately
6,000 homes & an urban extension to the south west of
Warrington of up to 2,000 homes
Option 3 - A Garden City Suburb of approximately
6,000 homes & an urban extension to the west of
Warrington of up to 2,500 homes
Option 4 - A Garden City Suburb of approximately
4,000 homes & an urban extension to the south west of
Warrington of up to 2,000 homes & urban extension to
west of Warrington of up to 2,500 homes
Option 5 - A more dispersed pattern of Green Belt
release adjacent to the main urban area

3.41. Out of the 5 proposed options, the Council concluded
that Option 2, a Garden City Suburb and an urban
extension to the south west of Warrington is
the preferred development option. The council
arrived at this option by assessing each against
the Strategic Plan Objectives, taking into account
the results of the Sustainability Appraisal. Whilst
Option 1 also performed well against Plan objectives,
the Council felt that there are deliverability and
infrastructure risks regarding concentrating such a high
level of development in one location.

3.42. The Options containing a Western Urban Extension
did not perform well against the Green Belt objectives
given the strong performance of the Green Belt in the
west of the borough, both with regards to general
character area and individual parcel/development
site level. The western component also raised issues
from an infrastructure delivery perspective given
the relatively fragmented nature of available sites.
The main concern with Option 5 was the ability to
ensure infrastructure delivery, particularly for larger
infrastructure requirements including a new secondary
school, with the risk of worsening the already severe
congestion within the main urban area.

Preferred Development Option
3.43. The Preferred Option promotes the creation of new
sustainable communities alongside brownfeld
development and signifcant infrastructure delivery
to fnish off the New Town concept and to realise the
vision of Warrington as a New City, with the addition
of incremental growth within the identifed outlying
settlements.
3.44. Within the Preferred Development Option, there are
four main growth areas (para 3.4) with incremental
growth within the outer lying settlements. The four
main growth areas are:
•
The City Centre;
•
The Waterfront;
•
The Garden City Suburb; and
•
The South West Urban Extension.
3.45. The preferred development option is generally
supported by Wallace, but Wallace has a number of
concerns regarding the assumed delivery (start dates)
and the anticipated rates of housing completions and
their sustained delivery. Therefore, further evidence
is required to justify the anticipated delivery rates
between now and the publication of the draft plan.
Specifc concerns in the above regard are set out in
further detail below.
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3. PREFERRED DEVELOPMENT OPTION CONSULTATION cont’d
The City Centre & Wider Urban Area
3.46. The continued regeneration of the town centre is a
priority for the Council and is supported by Wallace.
The Preferred Option builds on the existing City
Centre Masterplan which includes higher density. The
City Centre is to provide a total of 3,526 new homes
throughout the plan period and is anticipated to come
forward in the following phases of the plan:
•
•
•
•

0-5 years: 980 new homes (equivalent to 196
completions per annum)
6-10 years: 1,629 new homes (equivalent to 407
completions per annum)
11-15 years: 569 new homes (equivalent to 142
completions per annum)
16-20 years: 348 new homes (equivalent to 87
completions per annum)

3.47. The Wider Urban Area including Omega will provide
for a further 4,869 houses and is a continuation of
the current allocations in the adopted Core Strategy
(2014). These sites are already allocated and some are
currently under construction. It is anticipated to come
forward in the following phases of the plan:
•
•
•
•

0-5 years: 1,560 new homes (equivalent to 312
completions per annum)
6-10 years: 2,271 new homes (equivalent to 568
completions per annum)
11-15 years: 1,038 new homes (equivalent to
260 completions per annum)
16-20 years: 0 new homes

3.48. Wallace refer the Council to previous comments
made between paragraphs 3.13 -3.16 in these
representations concerning the Council’s overly
optimistic delivery of sites within the City Centre and
Wider Urban Area.

3.49. Specifcally, in the case of sites within the Wider Urban
Area, Wallace highlight that during years 6-10 the
assumed rate of completions per annum is 568 which
would require (on particularly large strategic sites)
more than approximately 5 housebuilders concurrently
building out their individual phases. Wallace consider
this to be particularly optimistic.

Warrington Waterfront
3.50. The Waterfront is seen as a major development
opportunity with the potential to plug a missing gap
and create a new community with a country park and
signifcant infrastructure. The Waterfront is to provide
a total of 4,032 new homes throughout the plan period
that is anticipated to come forward in the following
phases of the plan:
•
•
•
•

0-5 years: 728 new homes (equivalent to 146
completions per annum)
6-10 years: 795 new homes (equivalent to 199
completions per annum)
11-15 years: 1,790 new homes (equivalent to
448 completions per annum)
16-20 years: 719 new homes (equivalent to 180
completions per annum)

3.51. The development of the Waterfront requires signifcant
infrastructure prior to delivery such as the Western
Relief Road and in particular, the high-level bridge
which is a prohibitor to early delivery of new homes.
The construction of the bridge is dependent upon
central Government funding and the release of HCA
funding generated from land to the south of Warrington
to facilitate the infrastructure needed. Also worthy of
note, are other issues such as multiple landownerships,
fooding, increased potential for contamination, and
bad neighbour developments. The site is currently
constrained by Unilever, and Solvay Interox, which in
particular, is a hazardous installation.

3.52. Wallace is therefore pessimistic of the Waterfront’s
delivery until the later years of the plan period, if
not beyond. The Waterfront Masterplan Trajectory
Datasheet suggests some signifcant levels of annual
delivery on a number of sites, however, there is no clear
evidence or justifcation of how these levels of delivery
have been arrived at.

South Western Warrington Urban Extension
(SWWUE)
3.53. The south western urban extension will provide a
smaller urban extension of around 1,831 new homes,
together with a new primary school and local centre. It
is anticipated to come forward in the following phases
of the plan:
•
•
•
•

0-5 years: 0 new homes
6-10 years: 610 new homes (equivalent to 153
completions per annum)
11-15 years: 610 new homes (equivalent to 153
completions per annum)
16-20 years: 611 new homes (equivalent to 153
completions per annum)

3.54. Wallace note the potential for Health and Safety issues
related to the chemical works on the other side of the
Manchester Ship Canal and the site’s relationship with
Halton and Higher Walton.
3.55. Whilst the SWWUE appears less dependent than the
Waterfront on the fnal position of the Western Link
Road from the A56 at Walton and the high-level Bridge,
the proposals may constrain development until details
on the preferred route are fnalised. Wallace note some
caution has been taken in regard to lead in times with
no homes being anticipated to come forward until
years 6-10. This in principle is welcomed, however it is
not justifed why a completely even spread of delivery
across years 6-20 has been assumed.

Warrington Garden City Suburb - South
Warrington Urban Extension (SWUE)
3.56. The creation of a new Garden City Suburb as an
extension of south Warrington is a logical conclusion
of the New City concept and mirrors the original New
Town Plan. The Garden City Suburb is a crucial
element in successful planning for the town. What
sets Garden City suburbs apart from other largescale developments is that it allows the necessary
infrastructure to be planned in from the start, and
existing communities can be protected from unsightly
and unpopular piecemeal development.
3.57. The Garden City Suburb is to provide a major new
employment area as an extension of the existing
Appleton Thorn / Barleycastle estates at the
intersection of the M6 and M56, and up to 7,274
new homes within the plan period. New homes are
anticipated to come forward in the following phases of
the plan (both Green Belt & Non-Green Belt land):
Non-Green Belt Land
•
•
•
•

0-5 years: 406 new homes (equivalent to 81
completions per annum)
6-10 years: 496 new homes (equivalent to 124
completions per annum)
11-15 years: 48 new homes (equivalent to 12
completions per annum)
16-20 years: 0

Green Belt Land
•
•
•
•

0-5 years: 0 new homes
6-10 years: 2,114 new homes (equivalent to 528
completions per annum)
11-15 years: 2,096 new homes (equivalent to
524 completions per annum)
16-20 years: 2,114 new homes (equivalent to
529 completions per annum)

3.58. The initial development concept envisages the
Garden Suburb will be focused around three garden
neighborhoods and centered on a new district centre
and a new country park to the east. The Council has
set out its full aspirations within the document and this
is broadly supported by Wallace. Wallace recognise the
need for close working and co-operation with the other
key landowners to develop a more detailed conceptual
and deliverable masterplan, which adequately phases
housing and employment land in conjunction with
the necessary transport, education, and community
infrastructure.
3.59. At present, it is proposed that the SWUE will be
developed in a 20-year phased manner and each
phase will consist of the necessary infrastructure. The
development trajectory sets out an initial idea of how
each phase will deliver the required housing numbers
with the Garden City Suburb. Within the preferred
option this is currently indicated as starting in years
6-10.
3.60. Wallace questions the Council’s logic as to why the
Strategic Road 1 is not identifed to come forward
alongside housing development and employment land
in the west in the early years of the plan period. Clearly,
Strategic Road 1 is paramount as it facilities vehicular
access and movement from within the Garden City
Suburb in the west to the east. Wallace asserts that
the western gateway should include 3 sites within
Wallace’s control. Namely, Land north of Hatton Lane,
Land south of Hatton Lane, and Land at Junction
10, M56 and should be considered in isolation as
an early phase and could be brought forward whilst
simultaneously providing the necessary infrastructure
needed.
3.61. As expressed previously within these representations,
there is clearly a need to ensure early deliver of the
Council’s preferred development options, specifcally,
the Garden Suburb, with an emphasis on homes being

delivered in years 0-5 of the plan period. As Wallace
controls land that will provide the priority Strategic
Road 1 (as identifed in the AECOM Development
Framework) and vehicular access into the Garden
Suburb from Junction 10, M56, Wallace can, together
with Land north and south of Hatton Lane deliver a
more balanced and comprehensive highway solution
that will enable the early delivery of new homes. This
will also enable the Council to realise receipts from the
early delivery of the Homes and Communities Agency
(HCA) land. These receipts could then be used to fund
further infrastructure and provide for the continued
sustained delivery of the Garden City Suburb. Land
north of Hatton Lane can also provide a strategic
bypass road in the longer term to create an inner ring
road around Warrington connecting south Warrington
to the west of the Borough and newly proposed highlevel bridge at Walton.
3.62. Wallace is aware of the multiple landownerships
within the Garden City Suburb and the varied vested
interests. It is very likely that some landowners do
not wish to seek development upon their land, and
therefore, consideration in how the Garden City Suburb
is delivered, should incorporate these factors early
in the Council’s decision-making process to avoid
prolonged legalistic action that may arise as a result of
Compulsory Purchase Orders.

Outlying Settlements
3.63. At paragraph 5.46 of the consultation document the
Council defnes an approximate number of homes to
be accommodated in each of the outlying settlements
under the ‘incremental growth’ scenario.
3.64. The fgure of approximately 1,190 new homes is
expressed as being potentially deliverable across
the outlying settlements’ and the Council at table
22 identify each settlement’s indicative Green Belt
capacity as the following:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lymm: 500 new homes
Culcheth: 300 new homes
Burtonwood: 150 new homes
Winwick: 90 new homes
Croft: 60 new homes
Glazebury: 50 new homes
Hollins Green: 40 new homes

3.65. The Council acknowledge at this stage the above
numbers are indicative with the actual numbers to be
determined once they have undertaken a ‘detailed
assessment’ of the potential development sites
submitted, the associated implications of the character
of the respective settlements, the permanence of
the amended Green Belt boundaries, and respective
impact upon the local highway infrastructure. The
preferred options document at paragraph 5.47
identifes that if the above levels of development
are delivered, it will be necessary to expand existing
primary school provision in Lymm, Culcheth, and
Burtonwood. It is also stated that it will be necessary to
provide additional primary care capacity in Lymm and
Burtonwood.
3.66. To ensure that the plan delivers its housing requirement
in full, Wallace recommends greater fexibility is
provided, see paragraphs 3.18 to 3.22 above. This
fexibility should be through a greater provision of sites
in areas which will not directly compete with the urban
area or south / south west of Warrington. This will not
only ensure that the aspirations for the other areas are
not diluted but will ensure a greater diversity of supply,
and accelerate the provision and supply of new homes
in years 0-5 of the planning period. Wallace consider
the outlying settlements could provide additional
fexibility through the provision of further allocations for
immediate release and/or safeguarding.

main urban area of Warrington and its immediately
surrounding Green Belt cannot contribute to realising
Warrington as a New City. Wallace assert that this is
an overly simplistic interpretation of a New City, which
whilst focusing on Warrington Town, will be supported
by sustainable and thriving outlying settlements that
offer choice for new and existing residents.
3.68. It is suggested that post the preferred options
consultation the Council will identify sites to be
allocated and / or potentially safeguarded. However, in
recognition of the proposal set in the recent Housing
White Paper concerning Neighborhood Plans being
able to make minor revisions to Green Belt boundaries
to support housing development, the Council have left
the door ajar for Parish Councils to potentially take on
this task through the preparation and production of a
Neighborhood Plan.
3.69. Utilising Neighborhood Plans as a mechanism for
allocating sites may incur further delay and uncertainty
in terms of delivery. Therefore, in line with the thrust
of argument in creating fexibility in the plan and
delivering much needed homes within the early years
of the plan period (0-5), Wallace encourages WBC to
identify site allocations for the outlying settlements
within the Local Plan.

4. LAND NORTH OF HATTON LANE, STRETTON
Overall Observations - Infrastructure
Requirements & Viability
3.70. Wallace supports the Council’s preferred development
option and acknowledge that signifcant investment
in infrastructure will be required. However, it is not fully
clear within the consultation how this infrastructure is
intended to be funded or what the timescales are for
bringing it forward in conjunction with housing and
employment land in a coordinated, comprehensive,
and phased manner. If a signifcant proportion is to
be funded through market housing schemes this will
need to be carefully managed to ensure the viability of
particular sites are not stretched.
3.71. Wallace notes the BNP Paribas high level assessment
in terms of infrastructure delivery and viability and
Wallace reserves right to comment when future
detailed work becomes available.
3.72. Specifcally, in the case of the Garden Suburb, there is
a signifcant requirement for infrastructure to support
the proposed level of growth: including a network of
new distributor roads; a new secondary school; up to
4 new primary schools; a new country park; a district
centre; health and leisure facilities and leisure facilities;
and employment land. Due to the acknowledgement
of the signifcant infrastructure that is required, Wallace
encourage the Council to allow for adequate lead in
times for infrastructure delivery, receipt of planning
permission (both outline, and reserved matters and
discharge of conditions), site preparation, construction,
sale and occupation. This is because Wallace notes
that the anticipate build out rates for the growth
areas either in part or whole appear to be overly
optimistic and in some instances, would require up to 5
housebuilders on site at the same time.

4.1.

4.2.

The site presents a strategic development
opportunity to accommodate a mixed use residential
development with a potential developable area of
36.02 ha (89.01acres) that could accommodate up to
approximately 1,200 new homes (up to 30% of which
to be affordable), associated community infrastructure,
informal and formal public open space, country park,
and a western strategic bypass to connect south
Warrington to the newly proposed high-level bridge at
Walton.

Strategic Context
4.3.

The site is located to the west of Junction 10, M56,
Stretton and benefts from nearby local amenities
within Stretton and south Warrington. It also has beneft
of easy access to Stockton Heath, the nearby core area
for social and retail amenities.

4.4.

There are two main centres of employment along the
M56 at the adjacent motorway junctions. Appleton &
Stretton Trading Estates is located 2 miles east of the
site and Daresbury Business Park is located around 3
miles to the west.

4.5.

Although having motorway access, Daresbury
Business Park and Appleton & Stretton Trading
Estates lack integration with local settlements and
consequently rely heavily on the car as a primary form
of transport. The majority of cars travelling east to west
rely on the B5356/Hatton Lane and have to currently
pass through the Hatton Lane/A49/Stretton Road
signalised Junction.

3.67. The Council’s appraisal of development options
appears to assume that development outside of the
4.6.

and Land south of Hatton Lane to which separate
submissions are made, the vision for this site provides
a more sustainable and comprehensive local highway
solution by diverting traffc fows around the existing
signalised A49/Stretton Road/ Hatton Lane Junction.
It provides the opportunity to build new homes whilst
utilising existing local amenities with direct access to
public transport. The site has access to an existing
network, which will allow connections to Warrington
and the wider area. This is highlighted on Strategic Site
Location Plan.

Wallace controls 56.12ha (138.68 acres) of land around
the suburb of Stretton, to the south of Warrington. The
site is located immediately off Junction 10 of the M56,
to the west of the A49 and referred to in this submission
as Land north of Hatton Lane Stretton.

In conjunction with two other sites under the control
of Wallace, namely, Land at Junction 10, M56, Stretton

The Case for Allocating Land North of Hatton
Lane, Stretton
Land requirements for Housing and Employment
4.7. The Preferred Development Option Consultation has
identifed 4 growth areas to meet the housing needs of
Warrington for the next 20 years. As detailed in section
3 of these representations, Wallace broadly supports
the Council’s Preferred Development Options however,
raises several concerns which will jeopardise the plan
delivering at least the minimum requirement for homes
in the plan period.
4.8.

Namely, these can be summarised as a lack of fexibility
within the plan to adapt to changing circumstances;
inadequacies in how the safeguarded land
requirement is calculated; overly simplistic approach to
the spatial distribution of where the safeguarded land
will be allocated; over generalisation of gross to net
developable area ratios and housing densities; overly
optimistic anticipation of build out rates and delivery;
and a lack of housing being delivered in the early years
of the plan period. The above points raise question of
the Preferred Development Options soundness.

4.9.

To address these concerns, it is clear a provision
of more suitable, available, and deliverable Green
Belt land is needed to be allocated for housing and
released from the Green Belt within the plan period.

Furthermore, it is also clear additional Green Belt land
is required to be safeguarded for development and
released beyond the plan period.
4.10. Therefore, Land north of Hatton Lane is presented as
a sustainable and deliverable development option
to come forward either within the plan period or to
be safeguarded for future development. The site will
provide much needed market and affordable housing
and can be brought forward in an appropriate and
phased manner with the other sites within Wallace’s
control.
Land north of Hatton Lane and the Garden City Suburb
(SWUE)
4.11. The Garden City Suburb Preferred Development
Option is outlined on the AECOM Development
Framework Plan with its western most boundary
located to the east of the A49. The western vehicular
access point into the Garden City Suburb is identifed
as a priority infrastructure Strategic Road 1 and is to
come off the A49. Wallace has land within its control to
deliver the Strategic Road 1 off the A49.
4.12. The proposal for Land north of Hatton Lane seeks to
capitalise on its relationship to the Garden City Suburb
Proposal (as currently defned), and in conjunction with
Land south of Hatton Lane, and Land at Junction 10,
M56, can provide a more balanced western gateway
to the Garden City Suburb in the west. In doing so it
can provide a comprehensive highway infrastructure
solution and also offers the potential for longer term
aspirations to be realised beyond the plan period in
the form of a strategic bypass road connecting south
Warrington to the A56 in the west. In the immediate
term, Wallace stress that the comprehensive highway
solution would bring about the early delivery of new
homes and jobs in this part of the Garden City Suburb
early in the plan period.

